
PERSISTING PROBLEMS OF
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The efforts of the Legislature of this state to develop a workable,
constitutional system for the administration of justice for juveniles are
reminiscent of the labors of Sisyphus: the boulder is arduously pushed
up a hill only to roll back again as soon as it is released. Now, for more
than a half-century, the Georgia General Assembly has been concerned
with the problems of developing a system of specialized courts charged
with the responsibility of adjudicating cases involving children.' The first
Juvenile Court Act of 1908 was declared unconstitutional in toto. Its
replacement, a diluted version, served simply to keep some vestige of a
juvenile court system uncovered as a pathway until, in 1951, a rather
comprehensive revision was attempted. The 1951 Juvenile Court Act was
remarkably modern in its attempts to formalize proceedings in these
courts and thus to move away from the laissez-faire philosophy of parens
patriae.2 Although conceptually the 1951 Act antedated concerns voiced
by the United States Supreme Court, by the end of the decade 3 it had
been badly mangled in the struggle for judicial sanction of its constitu-
tionality. For the statute was caught in a judicial cross-fire: while the
United States Supreme Court was calling for an expansion of juvenile
court jurisdiction and increased recognition of a child's fundamental
rights as an accused under the United States Constitution 4 the Georgia
appellate courts engaged in a process of restricting juvenile court juris-
diction, declaring all statutory efforts to the contrary unconstitutional
under the state Constitution.5

Undaunted by the vicissitudes of judicial construction and constitu-
tional interpretation, the Georgia General Assembly has this past session
brought forth the 1971 Juvenile Court Code of Georgia, codified as a
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1. Ga. Laws, 1908, p. 1107; Ga. Laws, 1915, p. 35; Ga. Laws, 1951, p. 291, as amended, Ga.
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new Title 24 A. This new code, which resulted from a three-year study
by two successive Juvenile Court Law Study Commissions, is a laudable
attempt to clarify some of the latent ambiguities of the former Act and
to allocate new powers to the Juvenile Courts of this state.6

However, several fundamental problems of juvenile court practice un-
fortunately persist unchanged and unremedied by the new statute, and,
ironically, these problems are the very issues which in the last decade
have most troubled attorneys and, as a consequence, have sparked an
increasing volume of litigation before the Georgia appellate courts. The
purpose of this article will be to examine these still troubling issues in
light of both legislative and judicial pronouncements and to recommend
a course of reform. According to recent population projections, by 1980,
at least 30 per cent of Georgia's citizens will be under eighteen years of
age.7 It is, therefore, essential that the code governing the administration
of justice for this substantial segment of the population be as carefully
executed as is possible for foresighted men to make it. With thoughtful
reconsideration of the issues herein discussed, perhaps the Georgia Leg-
islature, this time unlike Sisyphus, will succeed in their labors to secure
the establishment of a progressive Juvenile Court Statute which will not
be dislodged by judicial scrutiny.

Although public attention has been focused upon juvenile court cases
involving a denial of constitutional rights, e.g., right to counsel, right
against self-incrimination, and right to jury trial,' by far the most frus-
trating and often recurring problems of everyday practice before the
juvenile courts are jurisdictional. Moreover, statutory construction of
the permissible bounds of juvenile court jurisdiction and venue has de-
manded far more of the time of the appellate courts of this state than
has the review of cases in terms of federal constitutional rights. Among
the significant and scarcely settled issues of today are: How, when, and
for how long does jurisdiction of a juvenile court attach over a minor?
Assuming concurrent jurisdiction among juvenile courts of the state,
where is the proper venue for delinquency and for deprivation actions?
Can a division of power be drawn between a county's juvenile court and

6. For a general review of the new Code, see Clark, The New Juvenile Court Code of Georgia,
7 GA. ST. B. J. 409 (1971).

7. According to available statistics for age groupings, 28 per cent of the population will be under
age fourteen, while an additional 18 per cent will be between the ages of fifteen and twenty-four.
K. Johnson, Georgia Population Projections By Age, Sex, and Color for 1975 and 1980 With
Extensions to the Year 2000, May 1971 [Bureau of State Planning mimeographed report].

8. Robinson v. State, 227 Ga. 140, 179 S.E.2d 248 (1971); Daniels v. State, 226 Ga. 269, 174
S.E.2d 472 (1970); Freeman v. Wilcox, 119 Ga. App. 325, 167 S.E.2d 163 (1969).
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its superior court when these courts are said to have certain concurrent
jurisdiction concerning juveniles? Is there a right to an evidentiary hear-
ing on the question of the proper trial forum? Is there a right to be tried
as a juvenile under the lingering threads of the philosophy of parens
patriae?

THE POTENTIAL AMBIT OF JUVENILE COURT JURISDICTION

The basic statutory grant of jurisdiction to juvenile courts is found in
section 24A-30 1, which provides as follows:

The court shall have exclusive original jurisdiction over juvenile mat-
ters and shall be the sole court for initiating action:

(a) Concerning any child;

(1) who is alleged to be delinquent,9 unruly 0 or deprived;"
(2) who is alleged to be in need of treatment or commitment as

a mentally ill or mentally retarded child;

9. "Delinquent Act" is later defined in GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-401 (e) (1971) as:
(I) an act designated a crime by the laws of Georgia, or of another State if the act

occurred in that State, or under Federal Law, or by local ordinance, and the crime does
not fall under paragraph (3) of subsection (g) and is not a juvenile traffic offense as
defined in Section 24A-3101;

(2) the act of disobeying the terms of supervision contained in a court order which
has been directed to a child who has been adjudicated delinquent or unruly;

(3) patronizing any bar where alcoholic beverages are being sold, unaccompanied by
the child's parent, guardian or custodian; or possessing alcoholic beverages.
(f) "Delinquent Child" means a child who has committed a delinquent act and is in need
of treatment or rehabilitation.

10. "Unruly child" is later defined in GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-401(g) (1971) as "a child who:
(I) while subject to compulsory school attendance is habitually and without justifica-

tion truant from school; or
(2) is habitually disobedient of the reasonable and lawful commands of his parent,

guardian or other custodian, and is ungovernable; or
(3) has committed on [sic] offense applicable only to a child; or
(4) without just cause and without the consent of his parent or legal custodian deserts

his home or place of abode; or
(5) wanders or loiters about the streets of any city, or in or about any highway or any

public place, between the hours of 12:00 o'clock midnight and 5:00 o'clock a.m.; and
(6) in any of the foregoing, is in need of supervision, treatment or rehabilitation; or
(7) has committed a delinquent act or is in need of supervision but not of treatment

or rehabilitation.
II. "Deprived child" is later defined in GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-401(h) (1971) as a child who:

(I) is without proper parental care or control, subsistence, education as required by
law, or other care or control necessary for his physical, mental, or emotional health, or
morals; or

(2) has been placed for care or adoption in violation of law; or
(3) has been abandoned by his parents or other legal custodian; or
(4) is without a parent, guardian or custodian.
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(3) or who is alleged to have committed a juvenile traffic
offense in Section 24A-3 101.

(b) Involving any proceedings;

(1) for obtaining judicial consent to the marriage, employment,
or enlistment in the armed services of any person, if such
consent is required by law;

(2) under the Interstate Compact on Juveniles, or any compar-
able law, if enacted or adopted in Georgia;

(3) for the termination of the legal parent-child relationship.

Potentially at least, the jurisdiction, of the Georgia juvenile courts
extends to children under the age of seventeen years and, as of July 1,
1973, to those under the age of eighteen years.' Once jurisdiction at-
taches over a child within this age range, it continues for the considera-
tion of any subsequent delinquent charges which may be lodged against
him until he reaches the age of 21 years. 3 It has now been judicially
settled, notwithstanding a well-reasoned, persuasive dissent, that the cru-
cial point in time for reckoning potential jurisdiction is the age of the
youth at the time of the commission of the alleged offense rather than
at the time of either his apprehension or of the filing of formal charges
in any court.'

It also has now been settled by the Georgia Court of Appeals that a
child within the age range does not automatically by marriage remove
himself from juvenile court jurisdiction. 5

However, determining which juvenile court has venue over a case
involving a minor is a much more difficult task. Prior to the 1971
statute, in delinquency cases, only the juvenile court for the county of
the youth's residence could proceed to try him for the alleged offenses.
According to the court of appeals, since juvenile court proceedings are
civil rather than criminal, 6 the Georgia Constitution dictates that the
case be tried in the county of the juvenile defendant's residence and
precludes trial in the juvenile court of the county where the offense
occurred. 7

12. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-401(c)(I) (1971).

13. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-401(c)(2) (1971).-
14. Kelly v. State, 122 Ga. App. 185, 176 S.E.2d 468 (1970) (En banc, Evans, J. dissenting).
15. Dixon v. State, 123 Ga. App. 465, 181 S.E.2d 552 (1971).
16. Ga. Laws, 1951, pp. 291, 302, as amended, Ga. Laws, 1968, pp. 1013, 1026; GA. CODE

ANN. § 24-2418 (Rev. 1971). The 1971 Act continues the philosophy that adjudication is not a
conviction of crime. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2401(a) (1971). See Hampton v. Stevenson, 210 Ga.
87, 78 S.E.2d 32 (1953).

17. Whitman v. State, 96 Ga. App. 730, 101 S.E.2d 621 (1957).
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Under the new Juvenile Court Act, in cases involving delinquent con-
duct, the proceeding may be commenced in either the juvenile court of
the county where the juvenile resides or where the offenses allegedly
occurred."8 Such an optional venue provision 9 was apparently thought
necessary to avoid having to transport witnesses and evidence available
in the county where the offense occurred to the county, often some
distance away, in which the child has his legal residence. It remains to
be seen, however, whether such statutory authorization for trial in a
county other than that of the juvenile's residence will pass judicial scruti-
ny. The odds are great that under the rule of Whitman v. State,29 the
Georgia appellate courts will hold unconstitutional any provision estab-
lishing juvenile court venue in the county where the offense occurred
unless other alterations are made in the new code.

Before discussing possible curative legislative amendments, the effects
of venue provisions upon dependency cases should be examined. Under
the 1951 Act, as amended, the two categories of delinquent and depend-
ent [improperly supervised] neglected children were yoked together
under a single jurisdictional provision: a juvenile court was vested with
the power to decide all matters concerning any child "under seventeen
(17) years of age living or found within the county." ' 2' In Ingle v.
Rubenstein2 2 the court of appeals extended the delinquency venue rule
of Whitman to custody cases holding that despite such a broadly stated
jurisdictional grant, still only the juvenile court of a dependent child's
legal residence had power to proceed in the interest of the child. In effect,
the phrase "living or found within the county" was stripped from the
statute.

The pernicious effect of this judicial construction becomes evident
upon reflection. It is well documented that today's society is faced with
myriad problems occasioned by a disintegration of the basic family unit;
unfortunately, particularly in lower income groups, the child who is born
to and reared by both his natural parents is the exception rather than
the rule. After a marital break-up by informal arrangements, many
children are reared by one parent or are sent to be cared for by relatives.
Increasingly, too, metropolitan areas are becoming filled with runaway

18. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1101 (1971).
19. Procedures are optional in either county at least as far as the adjudicatory portion of

juvenile court proceedings. It is specifically required, however, that in the situation where the child
resides in a county other than that in which the offense occurred, he is to be transferred to the
juvenile court of the residence county for disposition if the offense is proved. GA. CODE ANN.
§ 24A-1201(a) (1971).

20. 96 Ga. App. 730, 101 S.E.2d 621 (1957).
21. GA. CODE ANN. § 24-2408 (Rev. 1971).
22. 112 Ga. App. 767, 146 S.E.2d 367 (1965).
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children who by self-help have disengaged themselves from family and
home.

Realizing the need to afford protection to many under-age and de-
pendent children, the General Assembly granted power to each county
Department of Family and Children Services to provide comprehensive
protective services to children found within its borders.23 Thus, on behalf
of the public, that agency is authorized to investigate all reports concern-
ing abandoned, runaway, neglected or endangered children, to provide
health and social services, and, if necessary, to file petitions in the juven-
ile court seeking to remove such children from their present environ-
ment. 24 But what happens when, for example, the Fulton County Depart-
ment of Family and Children Services determines that a child, living in
the county with a relative although his parents are elsewhere in the state,
is severely malnourished, or left alone without care for long periods of
time, or being abused or otherwise neglected? Presumably the Fulton
County Juvenile Court is without jurisdiction to entertain a neglect peti-
tion or to provide emergency shelter for the child. Or, what happens
when a private citizen becomes sufficiently disturbed about the welfare
of minor children that he reports the matter to the county juvenile court?
He must be told that this court is powerless to act and that he must file
his complaint in the county where the legal custodian of the child resides.

The court of appeals has not acted in ignorance of these monumental
social ramifications of its limiting construction of the jurisdictional
power of the juvenile courts. These issues were argued in the recent case
of Giles v. State,21 but rather than overrule, the court chose, instead, to
follow the precedent established in Ingle v. Rubenstein.

Apparently in an attempt to rectify this anomaly of the law, the
authors of the 1971 code sought to distinguish in its venue provisions
between juveniles involved in delinquency proceedings and those involved
in deprivation proceedings. The code, as enacted, reads: "If deprivation
is alleged, the proceeding may be brought in the county in which the
child is present when it is commenced. '2' Despite this sharpening of
statutory language, the odds are again great that when faced with a case
under the new code, the Georgia appellate courts will vitiate the grant
of jurisdiction to any juvenile court other than that of the juvenile's legal
residence even in deprivation proceedings. After all, the new venue touch-

23. GA. CODE ANN. § 99-209(b) (Rev. 1968).
24. GA. CODE ANN. § 99-211(b) (Rev. 1968).
25. 123 Ga. App. 700, 182 S.E.2d 140 (1971), cert. denied.
26. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1101 (1971). (Emphasis supplied).
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stone "present" is synonymous with the old statutory language "living
or found." Draftsmen may conjure up all manner of precise phraseology
in the venue section of the Juvenile Code, but without alterations to other
basic provisions of the new code, their labor is likely to be in vain.

In order to assay needed curative amendments, the rationale of the
Georgia appellate courts in construing jurisdiction to mean legal resi-
dence of the child must be analyzed. In syllogistic form, the courts'
precedents are as follows:

Proposition I: The Georgia Constitution provides that except for cer-
tain types of cases dealt with separately in its other venue provisions,
all civil cases shall be tried in the county where the defendant resides.27

Proposition II: By the express terms of the Juvenile Court statute,
proceedings in these courts are non-criminal, hence, civil actions.2 8

Proposition III: Children involved in juvenile court proceedings,
whether delinquency or deprivation actions, are defendants.

Therefore, all juvenile court proceedings concerning a child can only
be heard by the juvenile court of the county of the child's residence,
i.e., the residence of his legal custodian.

From an analysis of the foregoing chain of reasoning, three alterna-
tives appear available to avoid the construction indicated in the conclu-
sion. One, the Constitution could be amended to add, by separate para-
graph, juvenile court proceedings to the excepted types of cases which
are not to be governed by the catch-all venue provision upon which
Proposition I is based. Of course, this is perhaps the most arduous

27. GA. CONST. art. VI,.§ 14(6) (1945), GA. CODE ANN. § 2-4906 (Rev. 1948), in full, reads:
All other civil cases shall be tried in the county where the defendant resides, and all

criminal cases shall be tried in the county where the crime was committed, except cases
in the Superior Courts where the Judge is satisfied that an impartial jury cannot be
obtained in such county.

28. The 1951 Juvenile Court Act provided as follows:
No action taken against a child under the provisions of this Act shall be denominated

as a criminal action nor an adjudication as a conviction; . . . Ga. Laws, 1951, pp. 291,
302; Ga. Laws, 1968, pp. 1013, 1026, GA. CODE ANN. § 24-2418 (Rev. 1959).

The new Juvenile Court employs slightly different language, albeit with the same intent, and is
subject to a similar construction that proceedings are civil actions:

An order of disposition or other adjudication in a proceeding under this Act is not a
conviction of a crime and does not impose any civil disability ordinarily resulting from
a conviction or operate to disqualify the child in any civil service application or appoint-
ment. A child shall not be committed to a penal institution or other facility used primar-
ily for the execution of sentences of persons convicted of a crime. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-
2401 (1971).

29. Amendments to the Constitution must pass by a two-thirds vote of the members of each
house of the General Assembly and then be ratified by a majority of the electors at the next general
election in the state. GA. CONST. art. XII, § I(I) (1945), GA. CODE ANN. § 2-8 101 (Rev. 1948).
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method of change; 9 moreover, many prognosticators counsel that con-
stitutional change is politically nonfeasible at this time.

The second and third remedies involve changes in the current wording
of chapter 24A-24, the "Adjudication" section of the 1971 Juvenile
Court Code. First, the Legislature could confront head-on the problem
of describing the truly hybrid nature of juvenile court proceedings and
label such actions as quasi-criminal or quasi-civil; in either event, recog-
nizing that proceedings there are of a hybrid type falling neatly into
neither a criminal nor a civil category. Such a revision would pave the
way for the development of specialized pleadings and procedures tailored
to the particular needs of the child brought before the court. Currently,
attorneys charged with representing juveniles must assume that the Civil
Practice Act governs the preparation of pleadings and procedures .3 But
what about motions to dismiss a delinquency petition or motions to
suppress illegally seized evidence or illegally obtained confessions in
delinquency actions? Are these challenges available to the juvenile under
the criminal procedures of state law? Explicitly recognizing the unique-
ness of the nature of juvenile court proceedings and responding to the
resulting need for specialized practices and procedures would seem to
avoid the continuing problems engendered by the courts' attempts to fit
such proceedings squarely under established civil or criminal precedents.
By neither guiding concept nor tradition were juvenile court actions ever
intended to be controlled by general law.

As a less drastic alternative, the Legislature might simply amend
chapter 24A-24 to state that in all juvenile court proceedings, the child
is not to be considered a "defendant." As is already provided by the new
code,"' all matters are to be styled, as indeed is the practice in this state
today, "In the interest of . a child." While admittedly this is
a slightly casuistic remedy, removing delinquent or deprived juveniles
from the class magically labeled "defendants" would appear to stifle
Proposition III of the courts' syllogistic rationale and, thus, avoid the
conclusion that legal residence is the only proper venue in juvenile cases.
Of course, in all fairness to this third method of amendment, removing
the label "defendant" does manifest a recognition by the Legislature of
the same concerns which would prompt a redefinition of the type of
action involved in juvenile court matters as discussed in the second

30. Proceedings in the juvenile courts are "suits of a civil nature" under GA. CODE ANN.
§ 81A-10 (1967), and in the new Juvenile Court Code, there are no special rules of practice and
procedure which would remove such proceedings from the applicability of the Civil Practice Act.
GA. CODE ANN. § 81A-181 (Supp. 1971).

31. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-801(d) (1971).
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method. Neither a delinquent nor a deprived child is a "defendant" with
reference to the usual connotations of that term.

CONSTRICTION OF JUVENILE COURT JURISDICTIONS: SHARED POWERS

WITH THE SUPERIOR COURT

The 1971 Georgia Juvenile Court Code attempts to vest juvenile
courts with "original and exclusive jurisdiction" over children under the
age of seventeen, and ultimately eighteen, who are the sbject of certain
enumerated types of matters.12 In so providing, the Legislature has come
full circle back to the same broad grant of power as was attempted in
the 1951 Juvenile Court Act but subsequently struck down by the Geor-
gia Supreme Court in the landmark case of Jackson v. Balkcom.3

Unfortunately, the specialized statutes governing juvenile court law do
not exist in a vacuum: both the Georgia Constitution and certain provi-
sions of the Georgia Criminal Code impinge upon and limit the reach
of its jurisdiction. Under the Criminal Code,3 the effect of the age factor
in the determination of capacity to commit a crime is set out as follows:

Minimum age.-A person shall not be considered or found guilty of

a. crime unless he has attained the age of 13 years at the time of the

act, omission, or negligence constituting the crime.

Consequently, although a child younger than thirteen may be considered
capable of committing a crime as defined by Ga. Code Ann. § 26-601
(Rev. 1969),3 he is to be adjudged and dealt with within the juvenile
court system. A thirteen year old, however, is treated as presumptively
responsible for criminal conduct and apparently may be tried as an
adult. The Georgia Constitution explicitly confers upon the superior
courts of this state "exclusive jurisdiction . . . in criminal cases where
the offender is subjected to loss of life or confinement in the penitentia-

32. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-301 (1971).
33. 210 Ga.412, 80S.E.2d 319 (1954).
34. GA. CODE ANN. § 26-701 (Rev. 1969). The criminal code of Georgia, which went into effect

July 1, 1969, substantially revised the former law of criminal capacity. Former code section 26-
301 established the age of criminal responsibility at "fourteen years or before that age if such person
know the distinction between good and evil." Under former code section 26-302, a person under
ten years of age could not be considered or found guilty of any crime. Thus, a child under the age
of ten was conclusively presumed incapable of committing a crime and a child over fourteen was
conclusively presumed to be criminally responsible for his acts. Those children falling in between
the age span, from age ten to fourteen, were each to be examined individually for indications of
moral maturity.

35. "Definition of crime.-A crime is a violation of a statute of this State in which there shall
be a union of joint operation of act, or omission to act, and intention, or criminal negligence."
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ry. "3 Thus, where offenses cognizable under Georgia law as capital
felonies or felonies are alleged, the superior courts have "exclusive"
jurisdiction by virtue of the Constitution. Obviously, two separately
constituted courts cannot both have exclusive jurisdiction over the identi-
cal cause of action. Equally obvious is the conclusion that the conferring
of jurisdiction by the Constitution upon the superior court supersedes
an attempted jurisdictional investiture by statute upon the juvenile court.
As the Georgia Supreme Court observed in the Jackson case: "Any
provisions of the Juvenile Court Act to withdraw jurisdiction from the
superior courts to try an offender within the age of accountability would
be unconstitutional and could be given no effect. '37

While the juvenile court was divested of any pretensions to exclusive
jurisdictional powers, its "original jurisdiction" to try offenders under
the age of seventeen was deemed permissible. The rationale of the Geor-
gia Supreme Court in confirming what may best be termed a "limited
concurrent jurisdiction" between juvenile and superior courts is a re-
markable bit of legerdemain. Since, as the court noted in Hampton v.
Stevenson,38 the Juvenile Court Act of 1951 explicitly provided that no
action instituted under its provisions is to be denominated as '"criminal"
nor does adjudication by a juvenile court constitute a conviction of a
criminal offense, the constitutional provision granting exclusive jurisdic-
tion to the superior courts has no application to such special proceed-
ings.

The principle which emerges from an analysis of the opinions in the
Hampton and Jackson cases is that once proceedings are initiated in
either the superior or juvenile court, that court has the power to proceed
to a final judgment which will withstand post-conviction attack. In
Hampton, a juvenile who had been convicted by a juvenile court for
stabbing and committed to the training school unsuccessfully urged that
the Constitution's grant of exclusive jurisdiction to the superior court
prevented such an assumption of jurisdiction by the juvenile court. Con-
versely, in Jackson, a juvenile who previously had been committed by a
juvenile court to the training school unsuccessfully challenged the power
of the superior court to try and convict him of a charge of rape.

If, despite the expansive language of "exclusive" jurisdiction used in
the Juvenile Court Code, the actual jurisdiction over a child depends
upon where proceedings are initiated against him, even the concept of

36. GA. CONST. art. VI, § 4(1) (1945), GA. CODE ANN. § 2-3901 (Rev. 1948).
37. Jackson v. Balkcom, 210 Ga. 412, 414-15, 80 S.E.2d 319, 321 (1954).
38. 210 Ga. 87,78 S.E.2d 32 (1953).

350 [Vol. 23
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concurrent jurisdiction may turn out to be illusory. In practice, proceed-
ings against a juvenile offender for the commission of alleged unlawful
acts are initiated in one of two basic ways: a police officer takes the child
into custody, turns him over for detention in either a jail or juvenile
detention home, and formal charges are thereafter filed; or, a private
citizen files a charge or accusation which thereafter results in a com-
plaint in juvenile court or an indictment in superior court. In either
event, the particular machinery of justice which is activated really de-
pends upon the choice of forum made by citizen or policeman.

Of course, it should be noted that this private power to control the
public law effecting the rights of a juvenile has been recognized by the
drafters of both the new Juvenile Court Code and its statutory predeces-
sors. One is constrained, however, to question the effectiveness of these
efforts to prevent the initiation of proceedings in the superior courts. The
Juvenile Court Code speaks to the issue of formal complaints lodged in
other courts against juveniles as follows in Ga. Code Ann. § 24A-901
(1971):

Transfer from Other Courts. If it appears to any court in a criminal
proceeding or a quasi-criminal proceeding that the defendant is a child,
the case shall forthwith be transferred to the juvenile court together
with a copy of the accusatory pleading and other papers, documents,
and transcripts of testimony relating to the case. It shall order that the
defendant be taken forthwith to the juvenile court or to a place of
detention designated by the court, or release him to the custody of his
parent, guardian, custodian, or other person legally responsible for
him, to be brought before the court at a time designated by that court.
The accusatory pleading may serve in lieu of a petition in the juvenile
court unless that court directs the filing of a petition.

This provision of the new code is substantially the same as the former
statute:39 ' both are couched in mandatory language, i.e., "it shall be the
duty of such court forthwith to transfer the case," "the case shall forth-
with be transferred to the juvenile court." However, there are no re-
ported decisions under the former statute, most probably because a
challenge to the superior court's failure to transfer, despite such an
attempted mandate, would be futile in view of its jurisdictional powers
under the state Constitution .3 -

39.1. GA. CODE ANN. § 24-2409 (Rev. 197 1).
39.2. One rather ingenious argument in support for a demand for a transfer from the superior

court to the juvenile court should be noted here as it is not discussed in the body of this paper.
Section 24A-301 states not only that the juvenile court "shall have exclusive original jurisdiction"
but also that it "shall be the sole court for initiating action" concerning any child within its

19721
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Similarly, the 1971 Legislature imposed certain duties upon arresting
officers in what is a clear attempt to avoid the situation where a child is
shunted into the adult courts automatically upon his arrest and thus
never comes to the attention of the appropriate juvenile court. Chapter
24A- 14 of the Juvenile Court Code contains elaborate provisions for the
apprehension and detention of juveniles charged with offenses against the
law, including the command that any child taken into custody shall with
all reasonable speed and without having been first taken elsewhere (e.g.,
to an adult jail) be taken to the juvenile court or shelter care facility.40

This chapter represents a strengthening of statutory directives to such
peace officers,' but, again, it is doubted that any sanctions against
policemen or others who choose to ignore such procedures could be
constitutionally enforced. These officers sworn to uphold the law could,
consistent with their oaths, elect to activate established superior court
procedures and processes. Thus, under the present system of dual or
concurrent jurisdiction, the Juvenile Court Code language must be con-
strued as precatory rather than mandatory.

Concurrent jurisdiction over juveniles between the ages of thirteen and
seventeen (eighteen) results in an uneasy sharing of powers and responsi-
bilities between the superior and juvenile courts of Georgia. Further-
more, amending the provisions of the juvenile court statute will not solve
the fundamental problems. The new Juvenile Court Code's provisions
concerning the acquisition of jurisdiction are as futile as an attempt to
repair a bucket which has holes in the bottom by patching the sides.

However, there are at least three methods of alleviating problems

jurisdiction. Thus, the hearing to be conducted by the juvenile court in section 24A-901 is a preli-
minary hearing similar to the adult preliminary hearing provided for in GA. CODE ANN. § 27-401
(Supp. 1970) but theoretically very different.

The Georgia appellate courts have held that the superior court may proceed by indictment in
lieu of the preliminary hearing in the case of the adult defendant. Nance v. State, 123 Ga. App.
115 (1970); Cannon v. Grimes, 223 Ga. 35 (1967). It is important, however, to realize that such
alternative procedure is authorized only by case decision interpreting statutory provisions and is
not constitutionally entrenched in our law. It is quite possible to argue that sections 24A-901 and
24A-1402(a) do not collide with the constitutional grant of jurisdiction to the superior courts.
These portions of the new Juvenile Court Code may be construed simply as foreclosing the power of
the district attorney, in the case of juveniles, to proceed by indictment and as designating a parti-
cular forum, the juvenile court, for the conduct of such preliminary hearings. Certainly it can be
demonstrated by reference to all recent decisions of the United States Supreme Court in the juve-
nile law area, particularly Kent v. United States, 383 U.S. 541 (1966), that the preliminary hearing
is vital to the protection of the child's constitutional rights and to the spirit of juvenile law. The
sweet reason of such an argument is commended to the appellate courts.

40. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1402(a) (1971).
41. Compare the former provisions governing apprehension and detention as contained in GA.

CODE ANN. § 24-2416 (Rev. 1971).
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engendered by the dual system of juvenile jurisdiction. The first, and
again most politically difficult, would be to amend the Georgia Consti-
tution to withdraw criminal jurisdiction from the superior courts over
any child under the age of seventeen (eighteen) years who has not been
certified under the procedures of the Juvenile Court Code for trial as an
adult. For all the reasons set out previously, the method has doubtful
potential for implementation.

The second method would be to amend the current Criminal Code
[Ga. Code Ann. § 26-701 (Rev. 1969)] which establishes the age of
criminal responsibility at thirteen years. Ambiguities for the administra-
tion of juvenile justice result concerning the class of children thirteen
years of age and older. That the choice of this particular age level was
deliberative, at least as a political concession, is apparent from the
committee notes to this section of the Criminal Code:

[Tihe age of 13 years was selected as the minimum for criminal liability
in the belief that a child of 12 years or less should not be prosecuted
and punished as an adult and that an absolute shield for delinquents
of 13 years or more is not likely to find widespread support in our
present society ....

[Plersons who have attained the age of 13 years are treated as pre-
sumably responsible for criminal conduct, although such persons con-
tinue to be entitled to the benefits which are provided by the Juvenile
Court Act .... [Emphasis supplied.]

The emphasized reservation of the committee leaves unanswered, as does
the Criminal Code, what is the precise nature of an older child's "entitle-
ment" to the benefits of the juvenile court system, and if and how any
such "entitlement" may be enforced.

Under the provisions of the Juvenile Court Code, children who are at
least fifteen years of age at the time of the alleged conduct are subject
to consideration for transfer to an appropriate adult court. 2 Since this
age-threshold for transfers was carried over from the Juvenile Court Act
of 1951, it might be urged that some consensus of expert opinion exists
for the proposition that fifteen years of age is a rationally-based adoles-
cent maturity level for criminal accountability. 3 Assuming this to be

42. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2501(a)(4) (1971).
43. Certainly if the committee notes are revealing of the reason why age thirteen was chosen

by the drafters of the Criminal Code, their choice would seem ripe for review and revision. As is
observed in the Notes to GA. CODE ANN. § 26-701 (Rev. 1969):

The age of 13 years as a division between childhood and adulthood for the purposes
of the criminal law is not a radical innovation. In comparison, the minimum age of
criminal responsibility in Illinois is 13 years, in Minnesota is 14 years, and under the
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true, then certainly it would seem wise to adjust the age of conclusive
criminal incapacity under the Criminal Code upward from thirteen to
fifteen years of age.4

Furthermore, in the interest of reconciling remaining inconsistencies
between the Criminal Code and the Juvenile Court Code, a category for
a rebuttable presumption of adult accountability should be created for
youths between the ages of fifteen and eighteen years of age. It is a
fundamental premise of juvenile court process, respected in the transfer
provisions of the Juvenile Court Code, that the determination of matu-
rity must be an individualized process concerning individuals between
the ages of fifteen and eighteen. Certification or transfer of a juvenile to
an adult court is permitted only in the event that

the court finds that there are reasonable grounds to believe that (i) the
child committed the delinquent act alleged, (ii) the child is not amena-
ble to treatment or rehabilitation through available facilities, (iii) the
child is not commitable to an institution for the mentally retarded or
mentally ill, and (iv) the interests of the community require that the
child be placed under legal restraint or discipline.45

Although the transfer provisions of the Juvenile Court Code present
other troublesome problems of procedure which are deferred for exami-
nation until the final section of this article, at least these provisions

Proposed New York Penal Law is 15 years (16 years, with some exceptions for those
between 15 and 16 years...).

Ironically, the examples of age levels chosen by other jurisdictions would seem to indicate that the
age level of criminal accountability should in fact be adjusted upward of thirteen or at least that
the issue is far from being as universally settled at age thirteen as the first sentence would lead one
to believe.

44. Of course, the age limit could be increased to seventeen (eighteen) and thus set the age of
criminal accountability at the same limit as the reach of jurisdiction under the Juvenile Court Code.
This alteration would result in the trial by the juvenile court of all offenses committed by juveniles,
regardless of the grade of the offense or the amenability of the youth to rehabilitation within the
juvenile system. Such a suggested legislative change might, however, not meet with favor from either
juvenile courts or the Department of Family and Children Services, the state agency charged with
the responsibility for developing treatment programs for children committed to the Youth Develop-
ment Centers. There is a discernible core of opinion among such juvenile specialists that there are
some youths who not only cannot reasonably be expected to benefit from existing youthful offender
rehabilitation programs but who also might disrupt efforts to reach salvageable children if the
juvenile system were forced to assimilate all children under the age of eighteen. Proof of the strength
of such views exists in the current provisions of the Juvenile Court Code which permit certification
or transfer to an adult court of juveniles over fifteen who are not "amenable to treatment or
rehabilitation." GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2501 (a)(3) (1971).

45. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2501(a)(3) (1971). Compare with the former Ga. Code Ann. § 24-
2401 (Rev. 1971) wherein the only standard guiding the exercise of the court's discretion was
whether "the court after full investigation deems it contrary to the best interest of such child or of
the public to retain jurisdiction."
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should be afforded the opportunity to be effective by legislative removal
of all statutory inconsistencies posed by the Criminal Code.

Incorporating the above suggestions into the language of a proposed
new section, the Criminal Code might be amended as follows:

26-70 1. Minimum age. A person shall not be considered or found guilty
of a crime unless he has attained the age of 15 years at the time of the
act, omission, or negligence constituting the crime. A person between
the ages of 15 and 18 shall not be considered or found guilty of a crime
unless transferred for criminal trial by a juvenile court after a hearing
concerning the issue of capacity.

THE "RIGHT" TO BE TRIED AS A JUVENILE:

EFFECTIVE WAIVER OF JUVENILE COURT JURISDICTION

In 1966, the United States Supreme Court observed in the case of
Kent v. United States: "[l~t is implicit in [the juvenile court] scheme that
noncriminal treatment is to be the rule-and the adult criminal treat-
ment, the exception which must be governed by the particular factors
of individual cases."" Indeed, this principle might stand as the basic
tenet of any legislative design to construct a system of juvenile court
justice, any effort to draft a comprehensive juvenile court code of law.-
Furthermore, if any members of the class sought to be protected by
legislative enactment are to be excluded from that protection, there must
be some rational basis for the exclusion lest constitutional rights to due
process and equal protection be violated.

Few would challenge the power of a Georgia juvenile court to waive
jurisdiction and certify to an adult court certain juveniles who are sum-
moned before it. As is clearly recognized in the Georgia Juvenile Court
Code, however, the waiver or transfer power is not a license to be exer-
cised arbitrarily. The new code amplifies the previous test for transfer
by requiring the juvenile court to find that four separate criteria have
been satisfied in a special hearing conducted on the sole issue of transfer
vel non: (1) that probable ("reasonable") cause has been shown that the
child did commit the alleged crime; (2) that the child is not amenable to

46. 383 U.S. 541, 560-61 (1966). In Kent, the Supreme Court was reviewing the waiver of
jurisdiction provisions of the Juvenile Court Act of the District of Columbia which were almost
identical to the requirements of the Georgia Juvenile Court Act of 1951. The District of Columbia
Juvenile Court Act permits the juvenile court to waive jurisdiction "after full investigation" in
the case of any child sixteen years of age or older who is charged with either a capital or non-capital
felony. D.C. CODE § 11-914 (1951 Ed.). GA. CODE ANN. § 24-2410 (Rev. 1971) provided for
transfer to an adult court of any child fifteen years of age or older if "after full investigation [the
Court] deems it contrary to the best interest of such child or of the public to retain jurisdiction."
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rehabilitation within the juvenile system; (3) that the child is not suffi-
ciently mentally ill or retarded to warrant commitment to an appropri-
ate state treatment facility; and (4) that "the interests of the community
require that the child be placed under legal restraint or discipline. '" 7

In addition, the 1971 code guarantees the preservation of the following
fundamental rights of the child: to have the proceedings recorded; to
have the general public excluded;48 to be assisted in his defense by counsel
either of his own retaining or by appointment;49 to offer evidence in his
own behalf; to cross-examine adverse witnesses; to refuse to incriminate
himself; to have an uncorroborated or unlawfully obtained confession
excluded as evidence; to have unlawfully seized evidence excluded;O and
to have at least three days' notice in writing of the time, place, and
purpose of a scheduled transfer hearing given to both him and his par-
ents.5 Consequently, the Georgia Juvenile Court Code now gives specific
content to the basic rights sketched in general terms by the Supreme
Court in the Kent case: the right to a hearing, the right to the effective
assistance of counsel, the right to access to the social records and proba-
tion reports which "presumably are considered by the court," and to a
statement of the reasons which form the basis of the court's transfer
decision. If proceedings against a fifteen year old are initiated in a
juvenile court, there is every reason to expect that his claim to the
jurisdiction of the juvenile court will be fully considered and that all
rights to a due process hearing will be preserved.

The intricate safeguards surrounding transfer hearings, however, at-
tach only to the deliberations of the juvenile court. There is no parallel
requirement for a hearing on the issue of treatment as a juvenile offender
which is or ever has been imposed upon the superior courts. The Juvenile
Court Code attempts to impose an absolute mandate upon superior
court judges:

If it appears to any court in a criminal proceeding or a quasi-crimi-
nal proceeding that the defendant is a child, the case shall forthwith
be transferred to the juvenile court together with a copy of the accusa-
tory pleading and other papers, documents, and transcripts of testi-
mony relating to the case.52-

47. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2501(a)(3) (1971).
48. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-1801 (1971).
49. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2001 (1971).
50. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2002 (1971).
51. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-2501(a)(2) (1971).
52.1. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-901 (1971).
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Yet, as has been noted earlier, there is apparently no right of the juvenile
to force the superior court to comply with this mandate should the court
insist upon its jurisdictional prerogative under the state Constitution. 5

2 2

Paying heed to the present state of the law and to the realities of
concurrent jurisdiction vested in the superior courts, the Juvenile Court
Code should provide for the same due process hearing on the issue of
transfer from an adult court as it does for transfer from the juvenile
court. Upon first glance, this may seem to be a step backward from the
realization Of the ideal that all children be screened and handled ab initio
within the juvenile court system; however, the pragmatist's cry was never
more true: a half of loaf is indeed better than none at all.

That there exists a real need for statutory check upon the discretion
of Georgia superior courts in deciding transfers is all too plain from a
study of ruling case law in this state. In 1966, the Georgia Supreme
Court handed down its decision in Foster v. Caldwell 53 and there un-
loosed one of the most pernicious principles to ever plague the adminis-
tration of juvenile justice. The Foster decision is significant more for
what it does not say than for such observations as are recorded in the
brief two page opinion. The only clue to the monumental issue under
challenge is contained in the court's outline of the juvenile defendant's
allegations of error on appeal:

He alleges that he was denied due process under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment of the United States Constitution . . . (3) by being afforded no
judicial hearing on the issue of whether or not he might be treated as a
juvenile-the court failing to exercise any discretion as to whether or
not he should be treated as a juvenile, and the solicitor general and the
arresting officers having made the decision to try him as an adult.

Although the court at least discusses the other errors raised, albeit sum-
marily, it does not even comment upon the issue of the necessity for or
the nature of the transfer hearing, except as it is perhaps subsumed after
the final generalized conclusion: "Having considered every enumeration
of error involved in this appeal, the judgment is affirmed." 5 4

To understand the nature of the transfer procedures implicitly con-
doned by the Georgia Supreme Court in Foster, it is necessary to study
the briefs on appeal. The facts, in summary form, are as follows. Foster,
a fifteen year old with no previous criminal record, was accused of
burglary, arrested, and held in adult jails for trial; he was treated at all

52.2. See note 39.2, supra.
53. 225 Ga. I, 165 S.E.2d 724 (1969).
54. Id.
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times from arrest forward as an adult. While in custody he signed a form
waiver of counsel and "confessed" involvement in a burglary and rob-
bery in the county where he was incarcerated as well as a burglary in an
adjoining county. Formal accusations were filed by the Solicitors Gen-
eral of both counties, bond was set, and he was arraigned sometime later
the following day. The record is silent concerning the juvenile's access
to the advice and assistance of his parents. However, estimates of the
time of consultation with counsel who was appointed the day of trial
ranged from a minimum of ten minutes to a maximum of one hour. 5 .

Eight days after arrest, at the regular monthly calendar call for non-
jury civil matters and criminal pleas, Foster appeared before the circuit-
riding superior court judge. Testimony of both the appointed defense
attorney and the judge are in accord that there was nothing which rea-
sonably could be construed as a hearing on the issue of whether Foster
should be tried as a juvenile. Consideration of this important decision
was limited solely to the following "colloquy" between counsel and
court:

[Appointed defense counsel]: I would like to call to the court's atten-
tion that this defendant is 15 years old, and he has not been in any
trouble before, and I would request the Court to treat this as a juvenile
matter. And the Court shook his head, indicating to the negative.
[Question on deposition]: Was any evidence taken before [the Court]
on your motion to have Willie Foster treated as a juvenile?
[Appointed defense counsel]: No, the Court merely shook his head
indicating he would not. 5

Here, despite the mandate in the 195 1 Juvenile Court Act that the
superior court transfer the case to the juvenile court and that the juvenile
court consider "after full investigation" the issue of whether it would
retain jurisdiction, the court, sitting at all times as a superior court,
proceeded to adjudicate the merits of the case. On appeal, the Supreme
Court of Georgia merely affirmed the superior court's constitutional
jurisdiction to try the case and, by implication, the propriety of its
refusal to consider any evidence on the issue of whether the minor-
accused should be treated as a juvenile. In so deciding, the Georgia court
totally ignored the Supreme Court decision in Kent which had been
handed down three years previously.

55. Transcript at p. 5 cited in Appellant's Brief in the Supreme Court of Georgia at p. II.
56. Transcript at p. 83-84 cited in Appellant's Brief in the Supreme Court of Georgia at p.15.
57. Transcript at pp. 86-87 cited in Appellant's Brief in the Supreme Court of Georgia at p.
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Even though the Kent case involved the refusal of a juvenile court to
afford a hearing on the issue of transfer, the constitutional principles
enunciated would seem to control the Foster case. Granted the superior
court has both the jurisdiction to try the case and the power ultimately
to decline to treat the offender as a juvenile, as did the District of
Columbia Juvenile Court, still its procedures in arriving at the decision
on jurisdiction would appear to be subject to due process constraints.
As the United States Supreme Court reasoned in Kent:

We do not consider whether, on the merits, Kent should have been
transferred; but there is no place in our system of law for reaching a
result of such tremendous consequences without ceremony-without
hearing, without effective assistance of counsel, without a statement of
reasons. It is inconceivable that a court of justice dealing with adults,
with respect to a similar issue, would proceed in this manner. It would
be extraordinary if society's special concern for children, as reflected
in the District of Columbia's Juvenile Court Act, permitted this proce-
dure. We hold that it does not.58

In Georgia's Foster case, the "inconceivable" occurred.
As long as the Foster decision stands, as it does today, even the

strengthened 1971 juvenile court legislation is inadequate to protect the
fundamental rights of any child over the age of criminal responsibility
who, for whatever reason, comes first to the attention of the superior
courts. Assuming, arguendo, that all of the suggested changes outlined
in previous parts of this article are impossible to implement; at a mini-
mum, by statute, the superior court should be required to justify in a
written statement of reasons and after full hearing, its retention of juris-
diction. To require less is to endanger not only the uniformity of practice
affecting juveniles but also to undermine the fundamental philosophy of
the administration of juvenile justice.

Parens patriae vis-a-vis adult criminal process is a false dichotomy
and a Hobson's choice. The child should not be forced to a selection
between the mixed blessings represented by either. His right, instead, is
to a hearing within a specialized court which is concerned that he be
afforded the rights of any citizen under the Constitution and if found
guilty by the standards of that system, that all attempts to redirect his
behavior into socially and personally constructive conduct be exhausted.
The continued toleration in this state of two judicial systems, both of
which can exercise jurisdiction over juveniles although conflicting in

58. 383 U.S. at 554 (Emphasis supplied).
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philosophy and goals, will continue to thwart full realization of the great
potential of the Georgia juvenile court system.

Society has for the last half century manifested an especial, enlight-
ened concern for its wayward and troubled children, whether they be rich
or poor, rural or urban, pranksters or thieves. Millions of dollars have
been spent in the effort to probe the reasons for adolescent crime in the
hope of finding methods of rehabilitation which can redeem the child for
a productive adult life. The Georgia Legislature responded to the need
for reform of the basic Juvenile Court Statute, and the new act is a
progressive, vastly improved master plan for the administration of
juvenile courts. All that remains to be done is to take heed of the past
judicial construction of the jurisdictional powers of these courts with
which any legislative enactment comes freighted. It has become painfully
obvious that the Georgia appellate courts will demand explicit changes
in either the Constitution, the Criminal Code, or other potentially con-
flicting law before they will sanction the expansion of juvenile court
jurisdiction which is contemplated by the new Juvenile Court Code. The
intent expressed by the General Assembly in the code was that it would
be "liberally construed to the end that children whose well-being is
threatened shall be assisted and protected and restored, if possible, as
secure law-abiding members of society. . . ."I' The changes suggested
in this article are submitted for consideration in order that these ends
may be attained.

59. GA. CODE ANN. § 24A-101 (1971).
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